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Executive Summary 

The past two years have been a wakeup call for the industrial automation industry. It has been the target 
of sophisticated cyber attacks like Stuxnet, Night Dragon and Duqu. An unprecedented number of 
security vulnerabilities have been exposed in industrial control products and regulatory agencies are 
demanding compliance to complex and confusing regulations. Cyber security has quickly become a 
serious issue for professionals in the process and critical infrastructure industries. 

If you are a process control engineer, an IT professional in a company with an automation division, or a 
business manager responsible for safety or security, you may be wondering how your organization can 
get moving on more robust cyber security practices.  This white paper will give you the information you 
need to get started. It won’t make you a security expert, but it will put you on the right path in far less 
time than it would take if you were to begin on your own.   

We began by condensing the material from numerous industry standards and best practice documents. 
Then we combined our experience in assessing the security of dozens of industrial control systems. The 
result is an easy-to-follow 7-step process:  

Step 1 – Assess Existing Systems 

Step 2 – Document Policies & Procedures 

Step 3 – Train Personnel & Contractors 

Step 4 – Segment the Control System Network 

Step 5 – Control Access to the System 

Step 6 – Harden the Components of the System 

Step 7 – Monitor & Maintain System Security 

The remainder of this white paper will walk through each of these steps, explaining the importance of 
each step and best practices for implementing it.  We will also provide ample references for additional 
information.  

Step 1 – Assess Existing Systems 

You wouldn’t begin a journey until you know where you are starting from, where you want to go and how 
you are going to get there.  

Planning the journey to secure your control systems is no different.  It starts with understanding the risks 
that control system security (or insecurity) can have on your business. This is known as a risk assessment 
and it is used to quantify the threats that pose a danger to your business. Then you rank these risks so 
you know how to prioritize your security dollars and efforts.   

Only when these two tasks have been completed should you start planning how to apply 
countermeasures to reduce the risk to tolerable levels.  Far too often, we see the assessment step skipped. 
We have seen companies throw money into a solution for what might be a minor risk, leaving far more 
serious risks unaddressed.  As a responsible professional in your organization, you should be advocating 
for taking a step back and doing the risk assessment first. 

We recommend starting by performing a high-level risk assessment on each of the major control systems 
in your plant, company or corporation.  While this may seem like a daunting task, it can be very 
manageable if you adopt a simple, lightweight risk assessment methodology.  The purpose of such an 
exercise is to identify the risk of a cyber incident, as a function of likelihood and consequence, and 
produce a list of control systems ranked by their relative risk.   
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 Figure 1: Example of a High-Level ICS Risk Assessment 

 

If you are responsible for more than one facility, we also recommend selecting one of your “typical” 
manufacturing facilities and conducting a third-party security assessment on the control systems and 
security practices in that facility. The purpose of such an assessment is to identify the gaps between 
current control systems designs, architecture, policies, and procedures and industry best practices.  The 
assessment should also provide recommendations to address the gaps.  

The results of this assessment will provide management with a solid understanding of the current 
situation and a path forward. Most important, it will offer a framework for prioritizing investments in 
control system security.   

While assessments like these can be performed with internal resources, we highly recommend using an 
experienced third-party with expertise in control system security, for at least the first assessment.  A 
third-party can provide an unbiased review, a recommendation based on their experience, and feedback 
on how your organization compares with other companies in your industry.  
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Figure 2: The Phases of a Control System Security Gap Assessment 

 

Detailed vulnerability assessments and penetration testing are an important part of the security lifecycle, 
but these only make sense after your organization has first performed high-level risk assessments and 
gap analysis. The results of these earlier steps will help identify high-risk systems or sub-systems that 
require detailed analysis and testing.   

Finally, it is important to understand that penetration testing of your online control system can be 
extremely risky.  We recommend reserving this type of testing for Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT), Site 
Acceptance Testing (SAT) or during a scheduled shutdown.   

Step 2 – Document Policies & Procedures 

Once you have a good understanding of the control system security risks facing your business you can 
then begin to document policies and procedures so that employees, suppliers and contractors understand 
your company’s position on Industrial Control System( ICS) security.  Many companies have existing IT 
security policies and standards.  These documents can provide a good foundation for industrial control 
system-specific documents. However, IT security policies are often not applicable or optimized for the 
plant floor. 

For this reason, we highly recommend organizations develop ICS-specific documents describing 
company policy, standards and procedures around control system security. These documents can, and 
should, refer back to the corporate IT security documents.  In our experience we have found that separate 
ICS security documents are very beneficial in aiding those that are responsible for ICS security.  It helps 
them to clearly understand the expectations and responsibilities they have, and how they differ from 
those of the people responsible for the general office environment. 

You should also become familiar with applicable security regulations and standards for your industry. 
These provide a solid basis for development of company-specific policies, standards and procedures.  A 
good place to start is the ANSI/ISA-99 series of standards, which address the subject of cyber security for 
industrial automation and control systems. The standards describe the basic concepts and models related 
to cyber security, as well as the elements contained in a cyber security management system for use in the 
industrial automation and control systems environment. They also provide guidance on how to meet the 
requirements described for each element. 

The ANSI/ISA-99 standards provide the base documents for the ISO/IEC standards in industrial control 
security, known as IEC-62443. Over the next few years, these standards are expected to become the core 
standards for industrial control security worldwide. 
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 Figure 3: The Structure of the IEC 62443 Series of Standards 

 

Depending on the industry you’re in, you should also become familiar with industry-specific guidance 
which is available from organizations such as the American Petroleum Institute (API), the American 
Chemistry Council (ACC), and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC).  You should 
also familiarize yourself with relevant regulatory requirements that may apply to your industry such as 
the Chemical Facility Anti-terrorism Standards (CFATS) from the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security. 

While every organization will prepare policy documents differently, there are basic principles and core 
content that should always be included. This includes a clear definition of scope, and identification of the 
portions of the organization and the types of systems covered by the policy.  There should be a clear 
indication of senior management support for the policy.  Finally, it should be clear to the reader: 

 How this policy applies to their particular role in the organization 

 The responsibilities they have in complying with the policies and  

 The consequences for not complying. 

Some specific topics that need to be addressed in an ICS security policy are: 

 Remote access 
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 Portable media 

 Patch management 

 Anti-virus management 

 Change management 

 Backup and restore 

 Incident response 

Step 3 – Train Personnel & Contractors 

Once your organization has developed and documented its ICS security policies, standards and 
procedures, it is critical to make sure that personnel are aware of the existence and importance of these 
materials. There are two parts to such a program.  

The first is to conduct an awareness program.  An awareness program focuses on ensuring that personnel 
throughout your organization are aware of company policies, standards and best practices.  To be 
successful, the awareness program should be communicated by senior management to all applicable 
employees.  It should then be followed up with regular communications to continually remind people of 
the program. 

The second is a training program that provides personnel with job-relevant information on how to apply 
security and what to do if they suspect there is a security breach.  This training cannot be a “onesize fits 
all” program.  Different personnel have different responsibilities and this will need to be represented in 
the training program.  We highly recommend developing a role-based training program for control 
system security.    

Designing a role-based training program starts with identifying the major job roles in your company. 
Next, the training needs are identified for each role. For example, you may identify the following main 
roles in your organization; visitors, contractors, operations, maintenance, engineering, management, 
executives, etc.  

Visitor training might focus on defining allowed and prohibited activities while on site, while engineering 
training might focus on the secure configuration and use of key network assets.  Management training 
might focus on how to respond when an employee reports a possible security breach.  To help sort this 
out, we recommend developing a training matrix which lists the training topics on one axis and the roles 
on another. 
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Figure 4: Example Training Matrix 

Once the matrix has been developed the training content can be designed.  We find a modular approach 
in developing the course materials is ideal; this allows materials to be easily combined and customized 
for particular roles.  Many organizations are using computer-based training very effectively, particularly 
for high-level training.  Regardless of your approach, it is important to keep records of who has attended 
the training and to include knowledge assessments in order to ensure the information was properly 
understood. 

Step 4 – Segment the Control System Network 

Arguably the most important tactical step that can be taken to improve the security of your industrial 
automation system is network segmentation.  The concept of network segmentation is to partition the 
system into distinct security zones and implement layers of protection to isolate the most critical parts of 
the system.   

Analogous to physical security controls, such as those found in an airport, a network can be segmented 
into various network security zones.  The most critical assets should be placed in higher security zones.  
As in an airport, a user wishing to access a critical asset may have to pass through several gates or 
screening points. 

ANSI/ISA-99 introduces the concepts of “zones” and “conduits” as a way to segment and isolate the 
various sub-systems in a control system.  A zone is defined as a grouping of logical or physical assets that 
share common security requirements based on factors such as criticality and consequence.  Equipment in 
a zone has a security level capability. If that capability level is not equal to or higher than the requirement 
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level, then extra security measures, such as implementing additional technology or policies, must be 
taken. 

 

 

Figure 5: Security Zone Definition, from ANSI/ISA-99 

 

Any communications between Zones must be conducted via a defined Conduit.  Conduits control access 
to Zones, resist Denial of Service (DoS) attacks or the transfer of malware, shield other network systems 
and protect the integrity and confidentiality of network traffic.  

Typically the controls on a conduit are intended to mitigate the difference between a zone’s security level 
capability and its security requirements. Focusing on conduit mitigations is typically far more cost 
effective than having to upgrade every device or computer in a zone to meet a requirement. 

 

 

 Figure 6: Conduit Definition, from ANSI/ISA-99 
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Zone and conduit design starts with the facility being analyzed to identify groups of devices that have 
common functionality and common security requirements; these groups are the “zones” of equipment 
that require protection.  For example, a facility might first be divided into operational areas, such as 
materials storage, processing, finishing, etc. Then within these areas it could be further divided into 
functional layers, such as Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES), Supervisory Systems (i.e. operator 
HMIs), primary control systems (i.e. PLCs) and safety systems.  Often the models from other standards 
such as ANSI/ISA-95.00.01-2000 or the Purdue manufacturing model are used as a basis for this 
division.  Vendor design documents can also be helpful. 

The next step is to discover the pathways in the network through which data is passed between these 
zones; these are the network “conduits”.  Each conduit should be defined in terms of the zones it 
connects, the technologies it utilizes, the protocols it transports and any security features it needs to offer 
its connected zones. 

Typically, determining the information transfer requirements between zones over the network is straight 
forward.  Tools like traffic flow analyzers or even simple protocol analyzers can show which systems are 
exchanging data and the services they are using.  

It is also wise to look beyond the network to determine the hidden traffic flows.  For example, are files 
ever moved via USB drive between the lab and the primary control systems?  Do people remotely connect 
to the RTUs using a dial-up modem?  These flows are easy to miss, but can result in serious security 
issues if not managed carefully.  

Once the conduits and their security requirements are defined, the final phase is to implement the 
appropriate security technologies.  Firewalls and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are two popular 
options for this stage.  Industrial firewalls can be installed in these conduits and configured to pass only 
the minimum traffic that is required for correct plant operation, blocking all other unnecessary traffic. 
The firewalls should implement an alarm-reporting mechanism to alert operations or security personnel 
any time that abnormal behavior (i.e. – blocked traffic) is observed in the network. 

Combined, the entire zone and conduit approach implements a strategy of “defense in depth” – multiple 
layers of defense distributed throughout the control network. It is a strategy that has been proven in the 
military, financial and IT communities as the best way to obtain the most effective security at the lowest 
overall cost.  
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 Figure 7: High Level Network Diagram of a Refinery Showing Zones (dotted lines) 
and Conduits (shown in orange) 

 

Most manufacturers of integrated control system platforms such as DCS systems or PLC systems have 
defined reference architectures they recommend for good network segmentation with their systems. 
These can be useful when analyzing the systems in your plant that are based on these manufacturer’s 
systems.  However, it is important to bear in mind that each application and system is unique and that 
reference architectures are only meant to provide general guidance. 

 

Step 5 – Control Access to the System 

Once you've partitioned your system into security zones the next step is to control access to the assets 
within those zones.  It is important to provide both physical and logical access controls. 

Physical access controls are generally straightforward and easily understood. Typical physical access 
controls are fences, locked doors, and locked equipment cabinets.  The concept is to limit physical access 
to critical ICS assets to only those who require access to perform their job.  For example, the control 
system in a typical refinery would be protected by multiple layers of physical access - starting with the 
fence around the refinery, then with locked doors on the building housing the control system, then with 
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additional locked doors for the control room and equipment rooms, and finally locked enclosures for the 
actual control system equipment. 

Ideally, the same concepts should apply to logical access to critical control system resources. 
Unfortunately, too often users can remotely access critical control resources by passing through only one 
simple layer of authentication. 

Like physical access control, logical access control starts by identifying who should have access to what 
resources with what privileges and how that should be enforced. Users need to be identified and 
authenticated to verify they are who they say they are.  Once authenticated, users can be authorized to 
perform certain functions.  Often this is determined by the role of the user.  

The concept of least privilege is also important, meaning that a user is only authorized to perform the 
functions necessary to perform their job.  Another important concept is accountability, which involves 
logging the actions of individual users so they can be held accountable for their actions. 

Fortunately, there are many tools available to assist the control system administrator in managing logical 
access control, such as Active Directory.  However, we often see this technology misapplied.  Much of 
what it takes to properly apply this technology is good planning; identifying users, roles, and assigning 
the users to those roles is a key first step which is often skipped and or developed “on the fly”. 

Step 6 – Harden the Components of the System 

Hardening the components of your system means locking down the functionality of the various 
components in your system to prevent unauthorized access or changes, remove unnecessary functions or 
features, and patch any known vulnerabilities.  This is especially important in modern control systems 
which utilize extensive commercial off-the-shelf technology.  In such systems, it is critical to disable 
unused functions and to ensure that configurable options are set to their most secure settings. 

For example, a lot can be done to harden a Windows server or workstation. There are often many 
unnecessary applications such as games or music players included in the default installation. These 
should be removed from the computer when installed as part of a control system.  It is also important to 
disable or block unnecessary communication interfaces and the services available on these interfaces.  
For example, many PLCs come with web servers running on them – unless web access to a PLC is a core 
part of the operations, it should be turned off. 

Once the computers and controllers are deployed, additional steps are necessary to maintain the security. 
This includes maintaining anti-virus signatures and applying security patches. It is important to 
remember that patches are needed for applications as well as the operating system – a common attack 
vector today is to exploit unpatched Acrobat Reader software running on ICS workstations. 

Used properly, vulnerability scanning tools such as Nessus, along with special audit files such as 
Bandolier, can be very helpful in identifying the presence of known vulnerabilities.  They can also verify 
that servers and workstations have been properly configured for security.  However, as we noted earlier, 
live testing of a production control system can be very risky.  We recommend using these tools at FAT, 
SAT or when production is shutdown, such as during a maintenance turnaround.   
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Figure 8: Bandolier and Nessus Policy Compliance Process 

 

Servers and workstations are not the only components of a control system that require hardening. 
Network equipment and embedded control products also require secure configurations, blocking of 
unused communication interfaces, and software maintenance.  

We recommend working with the manufacturers of ICS components to obtain their recommendations for 
hardening.  Many of the vendors have created useful guidelines on what works from a security point of 
view and will not impact their systems.  This information should be documented in a security manual 
provided as part of the manufacturer’s security certification. 

Step 7 – Monitor & Maintain System Security  

As an owner or operator of an industrial control system, you must remain vigilant by monitoring and 
maintaining security throughout the lifecycle of your system. This involves numerous activities, such as 
updating antivirus signatures and installing security patches on Windows servers. It also involves 
monitoring your system for suspicious activity.  

This can take many forms, such as reviewing system logs for unauthorized or unusual activity.  It can also 
involve technology such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that can detect malicious or suspicious 
network activity.  

IDS technology is generally not considered to be mature enough to be deployed on control systems in a 
manner that would allow it to block traffic (i.e. act as an intrusion prevention system).  However, the 
technology can be used today as part of an overall defense-in-depth strategy to, for example, validate 
security measures, including firewall rules.   

Finally, it is important to periodically test and assess your system.  Assessments involve periodic audits 
to verify the system is still configured for optimal security as well as updating security controls to the 
latest standards and best practices.  More aggressive or invasive practices such as penetration testing can 
be performed on systems during shutdowns or turnarounds.   

Summary 

In Step 1 of this paper we suggested that you should not begin a journey until you know where you are 
starting from, where you want to go and how you are going to get there.  We hope that the 7 steps 
described provide you with a roadmap to improve your plant’s cyber security defenses.   
 
After you complete them, however, you have really only completed the first leg of your journey. 
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Effective ICS and SCADA security is not a one-time project.  Rather it is an ongoing, iterative process.   
You will need to repeat the 7 steps and update materials and measures as systems, people, business 
objectives and threats change. 
 
The reward for your effort will be maximum protection against process disruption, safety incidents and 
business losses from modern cyber security threats. 
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